
Key Vocabulary 

Christian A person who believes in Christianity. 

creation The making of the universe, Christians believe that the universe was created by God. 

Jewish A person who is a member of the religion of Judaism. 

New Testament The second part of the Bible. 

Old Testament The first part of the Bible. 

pact A formal agreement between individuals or groups. 

responsibility Doing the things the you are expected to and accepting the consequences for them. 

steward A person whose duty it is to look after something. 

RE— Christianity: Creation/Fall and People of God 

Key People 

Noah  - the key person in the story of Noah’s Ark in the Old Testament. 

Adam and Eve were the first man and woman created. 

 
Key Facts 

The Old Testament is the first part of the Christian Bible. The stories happened many years before Jesus was born and focus on the main characters’ friendship with God. 

The New Testament is the second part of the Christian Bible. The stories introduce Jesus and his followers. 

Christians believe that God ultimately owns everything that is just put into human hands to be looked after. Humans are ‘stewards’ of the world for God. 

Not everyone is Christian or believes the world is created by God. 



Tier 2  

Vocabulary 

clarify To explain something more clearly. 

culture  The ideas, customs, and social behaviour of a group of people.  

evidence An object, writing, photo, picture , film or sound recording that you can use to find out about a period of history.  

interpret To explain what you think something is or why you think something happened using evidence from the past. 

perspective Someone’s point of view or opinion. 

source Something that comes from the past or can be used to explain about the past. 

tradition  A set of beliefs passed from generation to generation   
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